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Abstract 
Blender is a free software package specialized in 3D development that is beginning to be used in the 
development of video games since it incorporates a real-time rendering engine that together with a 
series of specific tools for the development of video games offers us everything necessary for the 
development of the same. 

This article presents a teaching methodology for the technical procedures necessary for the 
development of video games from a perspective based on simplification of the development process 
to adapt it to Arts students without previous knowledge in programming. To do this, we use one of the 
most intuitive tools that incorporates Blender: the logic blocks. 

These blocks are intended to present a visual development environment that does not require 
previous knowledge in programming. In this article, we will see the possibilities offered by Blender 
through the logic blocks and how to guide our projects towards this methodology based on the three 
large groups of logic blocks used by Blender: Sensors, Controllers and Actuators. 

After analyzing the main elements that will be used during the development of a video game or 
interactive application in Blender, we can conclude that from a methodological point of view it is more 
useful and quick to teach artists to develop video games through blocks of logic in its early stages of 
training because thanks to this we can quickly face a wide range of projects that require a basic 
development of functionalities. 

However, it must be considered that the use of a mixed approach, using the benefits offered by 
programming languages and the rapid and simple development of our projects through blocks of logic 
is the best option when it comes to face a complete teaching of the necessary skills for the creation of 
video games 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
In video game development, we can all realize that the main problem of its development is the high 
level of technical knowledge necessary for its realization. Blender incorporates a specific rendering 
engine oriented to the development of video games that is specially oriented towards the simplification 
of the technical process. Next we will analyze its main characteristics and why we should take it very 
much into account when teaching to develop video games. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
When we talk about a video game engine, we refer to a series of programming routines that allow us 
to design, create and represent an interactive application for playful purposes. Similarly, there are 
game engines that operate on different platforms such as consoles or operating systems. The basic 
functionality of an engine is a provider of a processing system for 2D and 3D graphics, allowing at the 
same time collision detection, sounds, codes, running animations, test routines artificial intelligence, 
facilitate access to networks, streaming, is responsible for memory management and that in addition 
to doing everything possible in real time. The development process of a video game can vary 
significantly in the function of the motor that is used, the possibilities that offer and the methodology 
that we use. 

2.1 Blender Game Engine 
Blender incorporates a game engine in which you can create interactive 2D or 3D applications. The 
real-time render engine included in Blender is called the Blender Game Engine (BGE). This system is 
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a high-level tool that offers a great variety of possibilities. Its main objective is the development of 
video games, but can be used to create any interactive application in 2D and 3D as architectural tours 
or educational applications developed in three-dimensional spaces[1]. BGE includes a system of 
physical simulations called Bullet that performs the interactions between objects and forces within 
BGE. 

To use Blender for the development of video games, it must be configured in a concrete way. To do 
this, once Blender is started, simply load the default working space associated with BGE[2] as shown in 
Figure 1 and change the render engine of the scene to Blender Game as shown in Figure 2. 

  
Figure 1. Selecting the Blender Game Engine workspace. Figure 2. Game logic Layout 

Thanks to the modification of the workspace and the rendering engine, we can verify that Blender has 
been configured using a layout of five distinct areas: 

Outliner: This is the library of Blender elements, in this panel we can see all the elements that belong 
to our scene. 

3D view: Three-dimensional view of the objects contained in our scene. 

Text Editor: Text editor that allows us to create our own Python scripts. These can be saved inside the 
.blend document or as an external python document 

Logic Editor: BGE main panel, is responsible for allowing us to access, program and control the logic 
blocks and properties of objects 

Properties: This panel controls the physical properties of the elements we use in our video game. This 
panel changes significantly when configuring BGE as the render engine (Figure 1) as we can see in 
Figure 3 and 4. 

  
Figure 3. Properties panel in Blender Render. Figure 4. Properties panel in Blender Game 
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The core of the BGE structure is Python and Logic Brick. The purpose of these elements is to provide 
a simple visual interface for the design of interactive applications without the need of any programming 
language knowledge. There are three types of Logic Bricks: sensors, controllers and actuators (Figure 
5) that we will discuss later. 

 
Figure 5. Selector of sensors, controllers and actuators 

2.2 Export considerations for video games in Blender 
Once we developed our video game we found the need to export a Runtime or independent 
executable to avoid relying on Blender to run it. For this, Blender has a function called "save as Game 
Engine Runtime". However, this option does not appear by default in the installation of Blender and 
must be enabled so I recommend doing so from the beginning of the game development to generate 
different versions of evaluation of the game during the development process. 

To enable this export option, you need to access the Blender preferences menu located in: File> User 
Preferences (ctrl + alt + U) and scroll to the Addons tab, there we will find the Game Engine category. 

Once we are in the preferences window> Addons> Game Engine. You only need to check the check 
box for the option: Game Engine: Save as Game Engine Runtime so that it appears in the export 
menu and we can export our video game[3].  

Once we have the Runtime option available in our export menu, we just need to tell Blender the name 
of the final file and the destination folder. 

I recommend creating a folder for this purpose and that it does not include special characters or 
accent marks in its name due to the problems that were generated in previous versions of Blender 
during the process of exporting the video game. 

Because of this process Blender will create us within the specified folder a series of files and folders. 
The most important is an executable file with the name of our video game that we will use to start it 
automatically without the need to have Blender installed on the computer on which it runs. In the case 
of exporting to Windows system, we will find inside our folder a series of .dll files that contain the 
necessary libraries to execute the video game and a folder named as the version of our Blender with 
all the Python scripts necessary to execute the game. If we export to other systems such as OSX or 
Linux simply export a self-running file package that will contain everything necessary for the video 
game. 

All these files are necessary for the correct development of the video game and will vary according to 
the elements that we use to develop our game being Blender in charge of creating them automatically 
as we have seen previously. 

2.3 LOGIC BRICKS 
In Blender, we call game logic all the behaviors and events that happen inside the video game 
rendering engine included in Blender. This logic can be created using the Python programming 
language or through logic blocks. These blocks represent predefined functions in Python to speed up 
the development of video games in Blender and can be found within the Logic Editor panel of the 
Game Logic layout. These blocks can be defined, adjusted and combined to create multiple types of 
interactions in a video game and represent the simplest possible approach by a creator to the world of 
video games. 

The logic workflow of a video game developed using logic bricks is divided into three basic elements: 
sensors, controllers and actuators. 

2.4 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LOGICAL BLOCKS 
The logic links represent the direction of the logical workflow between objects. The link lines are 
connected using the mouse and dragging the output connector over the input connector of another 
logic block. Logic blocks can only be connected from sensors to controllers or from controllers to 
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actuators. However, the receiving nodes of each logical block may receive multiple inputs to obtaining 
one-to-many connections. 

2.5 SENSORS 
Sensors are the ones within the logic of a video game to detect when some action must be taken. The 
sensors are therefore responsible for detecting a trip, finding nearby objects, checking keystrokes, 
performing scheduled events, etc. When a sensor is activated, a positive pulse is sent to all controllers 
that are linked to it. 

Main Types of Sensors 

The following are the main sensors used in Blender 

2.5.1 Actuator type sensor 

This sensor is activated when it detects that an actuator with a specified name in the actuator field is 
activated. Its function is chain one action with another. 

2.5.2 Sensor type Always 

The Always sensor, It is very useful to define actions that must be executed continuously during the 
video game like counting the time, moving objects constantly or evaluating if there are lives or 
resources left to a character. 

2.5.3 Collision Sensor 

A collision sensor works like a touch sensor activating when it detects a collision of any type.  

2.5.4 Delay type sensor 

This sensor is used to create a delay between an action and its response, it is designed to delay 
reactions several logical ticks. 

2.5.5 Joystick Sensor 

This sensor only detects events related to a joystick or gamepad connected by USB or external 
system to the computer 

2.5.6 Keyboard type sensor 

One of the sensors most used because is present on many computer equipment, the sensor of the 
keyboard is used to detect the press of a key of the keyboard.  

   
 Figure 6. Joystick sensor.  Figure 7. Keyboard sensor. 

2.5.7 Sensor type Message 
The message sensor is triggered when a positive pulse is detected by a message actuator. 

2.5.8 Mouse type sensor 

The mouse sensor is used to detect events associated with the mouse such as movement and 
keystrokes 
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2.5.9 Property type sensor 

The Property sensor detects changes in object properties. 

2.5.10 Random type sensor 

The Random sensor constantly calculates random numbers and sends a positive pulse when the 
result of that calculation is the same as the one specified in the "Seed" value. It is useful for triggering 
events at random.  

    
 Figure 8. Ray sensor.  Figure 9. Near sensor. 

2.5.11 Ray type sensor 
The Ray sensor oversees detecting if we have an object with a property or material determined in front 
of our object in one of the three cardinal axes. 

2.5.12 Near Sensor 

The Near sensor is like the ray sensor in its function although it differs in the way to achieve it. Thanks 
to Near we can detect when an object with a defined property enters a radius of action on any of the 
cardinal axis. 

2.5.13 Radar type sensor 

The radar sensor allows us to detect the proximity of objects in specific axis. This converts the radar 
sensor into a sensor that blends the capabilities of the Ray and Near sensors. 

2.6 Controllers 
The controllers are a type of logic brick that are responsible for collecting the data sent by the sensors 
and distributors between the actuators and the function of input signal processing. There are eight 
ways to process the entry that we will see below. 

When a sensor is activated, it sends a positive pulse and when it is deactivated, it sends a negative 
pulse. The work of controllers is therefore to check and combine these pulses to generate the 
appropriate response to a combination of activated and deactivated sensors. 

Controller Types 

The following are the specific characteristics of the most common controllers when developing an 
interactive application in BGE. 

2.6.1 And 

And is the most used controller until it appears by default when a logic brick of the controller type is 
created. This is because it is the most common controller and it works best to simply pass connect a 
sensor directly to an actuator. 

2.6.2 Or 

The Or controller will activate an actuator to which it is connected if at least one of the sensors to 
which it is connected is activated. If there is only one sensor connected to the controller, it will operate 
exactly like an And controller, only if there are more sensors connected can we observe the 
differences with the And controller. 
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2.6.3 Expression 

This controller evaluates an expression written by the user within an own field dedicated to such 
function and that must be translatable by boolean values (true or false, 1 or 0). This controller is of 
interest to streamline complex processes with logic bricks. Its operation is like what would happen if 
we created a conditional script of type "IF" 

2.6.4 Python 
The Python controller is a driver that allows you to connect a sensor with a user-programmed script in 
Python. The Python controller has two configuration options: Script or module. Both can be written in 
the Blender text editor and stored in a blend or text file. Although this controller can be connected to 
the actuators, it is usual to use it to programmatically access advanced functions.  

   
 Figure 10. Expression driver.  Figure 11. Python controller. 

2.6.5 NAND 
Controller operating in a manner contrary to the AND controller, sending a positive signal to the 
actuators connected to it continuously except when it receives a continuous positive signal. 

2.6.6 NOR 
Complementary controller to OR controller, it only transmits a positive signal when no signal is 
received. In any other case, it does not send any type of signal. 

2.6.7 XOR 
An unusual controller that only transmits a positive pulse to the actuators connected to it in case it 
receives a single signal from all the sensors connected to it. Not reacting in any other situation. 

2.6.8 XNOR 
Counter to XOR that will always activate the actuators connected to it unless it receives a single signal 
from one of the sensors connected to it. It will send a signal even though it receives several signals 
simultaneously. 

2.7 Actuators 
Actuators are a type of logical brick that is responsible for performing actions within the game. These 
actions go from moving and creating objects to playing a sound. Actuators are executed when they 
receive a positive impulse from one or more of the controllers to which they are connected. 

We could also define the actuators as the ones in charge of showing in the game the result of the 
interaction between user and game and between the proper elements of the game. 

Main Types of Actuator 

Next, the characteristics of the most used actuators during the development of a video game are 
detailed. 

2.7.1 Action 

The action actuator allows us to simply apply an animation to an object for it will suffice to specify in 
the field provided for that purpose the name that the animation has assigned in the Dope Sheet. 

2.7.2 Camera 

Specific actuator for creating and controlling the cameras during the game[4]. However, the actuator 
will only control which object represents the active camera. 
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2.7.3 Edit Object 

Object-oriented actuator, allows the user to modify the properties settings of the objects during the 
game. 

2.7.4 Game 

The Game actuator oversees controlling all the general events of the video game as the control on the 
start and end of the video game itself. 

2.7.5 Message 

It allows the user to send messages to objects through and between scenes. In practical terms, it 
allows us to communicate one object of our game with another and is one of the main tools available 
to generate complex interactions. 

2.7.6 Motion 

The Motion actuator is used to control the movement and orientation of objects in the scene. The 
available options vary depending on the relation of the object to the physical ones of the scene. 

2.7.7 Property 

Actuator that allows you to modify the value of a property by adding, subtracting, assigning, alternating 
and copying numerical values or belonging to another property. 

2.7.8 Scene 

Actuator related to the Game actuator although in this case it is focused in controlling only the current 
scene. 

2.7.9 State 

The state actuator allows the user to create complex logic, but maintaining a simple user interface. It is 
fundamental to define and easily switch between different sets of logic bricks called states. It must be 
used in conjunction with the object status panel located within the Logic Editor's controller column. 

2.7.10 Visibility 

Actuator very basic but very used in BGE, it is focused on control the visibility of the objects. 

2.7.11 Steering 

Built-in actuator from Blender version 2.6 and one of the latest major developments included in BGE[4], 
allows to establish patterns to the movement using other three-dimensional models as a guide. 

2.7.12 Sound 

Actuator dedicated to the use of sounds within the video game, allows to define the mode of 
reproduction, volume and some basic surround effects. 

2.7.13 Mouse 

This actuator allows us to control the behavior of the mouse inside the application has two different 
modes Visibility and Look. The first one is only intended to show or hide the mouse while the Look 
mode allows us to limit the area of movement of the mouse using the "Use X axis" and "Use Y axis" 
controller sets. Finally, the sets of Local and Reset buttons for each of the axes allow us to limit the 
position of the mouse from its current position or from the center of the scene. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 
As we have seen in this article, Blender incorporates multiple tools for the development of video 
games, ranging from the traditional incorporation of a programming language of high performance like 
Python to the most modern, simple and functional logic bricks. 

After analyzing the main elements that will be used during the development of a Blender video game 
we can conclude that one of the most determinant factors for its use as teaching software is the 
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simplicity and speed of its learning curve, especially when focusing on a methodology based on the 
“plug & play” more than in a complex development of programming leaving this option available for 
students more related to the programming. 

However, the use of a mixed approach that uses both the benefits offered by Python and the rapid and 
simple developments of our projects through logic bricks is the best option today for the development 
of complex projects since the Logic bricks only give us a limited number of possible actions. 

We can also conclude once we have done this analysis on the development systems of video games 
in Blender that the available tools by this Open source suite are like those available in other video 
game development kits such as Unity or Unreal. In both cases, they rely on programming languages 
such as UnityScript[5] languages inspired by Python or C++. Likewise, on both platforms, elements 
similar to logic bricks are used, either through the Unity inspector system or through the Unreal 
Blueprints[6]. 

Finally, we can conclude from the data that possibly even though it is not yet at the technical level at 
the level of private solutions like Unreal Engine or Unity, the fact that Blender is distributed under GPL 
license and allows commercial exploitation without limitations[7] of any project unlike commercial 
engines make it a more than viable and interesting alternative for the development of video games 
especially in the case of small projects to be done by students. 
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